Driving.
Reassured.
Cloud software for driver and vehicle
compliance management.

edavis.co.uk

Driving. Reassured.
DAVIS will help improve your way of working by efficiently managing the
compliance around your drivers and vehicles ensuring your Duty of Care is
addressed and exposure to corporate risk is minimised.
What DAVIS does

With reassurance that DAVIS is

•

Empowers you to manage compliance around
drivers and vehicles

•

Automates and streamlines essential processes

• A cost-effective solution with a set of mix and match
modules, meaning you’ll only ever pay for the service
you need

•

Captures and stores all critical information in one
simple to use cloud solution

•

Provides comprehensive reporting, alerts,
warnings, notifications and a clear audit trail

•

Minimises your exposure to corporate risks

• Supporting you in running your business efficiently
by minimising paperwork and administration
• Providing unrivalled support, service and
acknowledged expertise
• A safe & secure environment to store your sensitive data
• Service uses data supplied by the DVLA
• Available with an API Toolkit for other platforms
and providers

To set up your free demonstration call us on 0330 660 7107
or email us sales@edavis.co.uk
Find out more at www.edavis.co.uk

Validate & verify
your drivers.
with DAVIS Licence Check

The DAVIS Licence Check solution enables organisations to
actively manage driving licence eligibility ensuring driver
risk is reduced and compliancy assured. An essential
process for organisations with employees that drive on work
related business.
DAVIS Licence Check

How will it improve efficiency?

Is a safe, secure and reliable cloud solution which
records, stores and verifies driving licence information

Automatic scheduling of driving licence rechecks
without the need for human intervention

Checks the driver has the correct category
entitlement and eligibility to drive

Provides results in seconds

Checks the licence for current endorsements, penalty
points and convictions

Manages the full driver consent process, with
e-consent option, which is valid for 3 years

Identifies and monitors ‘high risk’ drivers

Triggers comprehensive notifications and
immediate warnings

Comes with a dedicated customer support helpdesk
included without additional cost

Reduces paperwork and administration for both
office based employees and drivers

Service uses data supplied by the DVLA
Integration into in-house software applications
if desired

To set up your free demonstration call us on 0330 660 7107
or email us sales@edavis.co.uk
Find out more at www.edavis.co.uk

Keeping your grey
fleet in check.
with DAVIS Grey Fleet Management

The DAVIS Grey Fleet Management solution enables
organisations to actively manage driver and vehicle eligibility
ensuring corporate risk is reduced and compliancy assured.
An essential process for organisations with employees that drive
their own vehicles on work related business.
DAVIS Grey Fleet Management

How will it improve efficiency?

Checks vehicle information, including vehicle tax
and MOT

Allows automatic approval of vehicles falling within
company policy and guidelines

Records critical vehicle information including
age of vehicle, CO2 emissions, engine size
and other V5C information using the vehicle
registration number

Structured driver declaration process

Insurance checks and verification available
Allows uploads of critical driver documents and
personal image

Automatic calendar notifications and warnings
Newscast facility allowing instant information to be
broadcast to multiple employees
Central repository for managing critical driver and
vehicle information

Empowers organisations to minimise corporate risk,
streamline processes and be legally compliant
Provides a clear audit trail to demonstrate the
employer is addressing its statutory obligations

To set up your free demonstration call us on 0330 660 7107
or email us sales@edavis.co.uk
Find out more at www.edavis.co.uk

The fastest way to
authenticate your drivers.
with DAVIS CDR

Introducing the quickest and easiest way to check the
authenticity of a UK, EU and International driving licence, CPC
& Tacho Card. DAVIS CDR is an innovative compact counter top
device which scans ID1 cards in seconds.
DAVIS CDR scans both sides of the card and validates licence security features and layouts.
Essential driver information is instantly captured and uploaded into an individual driver
record. Ideal for organisations carrying our multiple driver checks.
DAVIS CDR
Instantly authenticates a driving licence or
tacho/cpc card when presented into the reader
Instantly captures data from UK, EU and
International Driving Licences, CPC & Tacho cards

How will it improve efficiency?
Eliminates the manual process of checking licences
Improves data accuracy by auto-capturing data
Ideal for bulk submissions

Initiates the consent process required for
licence checking
Consistent, repeatable and robust security
checking process
Data can be integrated into other
software applications

Supports DAVIS Licence Check and Grey Fleet Management solutions

To set up your free demonstration call us on 0330 660 7107
or email us sales@edavis.co.uk
Find out more at www.edavis.co.uk

Identify high
risk drivers.
with DAVIS Driver Risk Assessor

DAVIS Driver Risk Assessor is a cost-effective online profiling
solution which enables organisations to better manage
occupational road risk. By analysing attitude and behaviour,
‘at risk’ drivers are quickly identified, giving organisations the
opportunity to tailor the support and training provided for these
individuals, rather than adopting a one-size-fits-all approach.
The online assessment has a mix of video, interactive and multiple-choice questions to better
understand the driver’s psychology and measures all road-risk areas. This solution will help
organisations protect the safety of its employees, and in turn safeguard the general public.
DAVIS Driver Risk Assessor
Leading psychometric assessment software
Featuring a series of online tests with
multiple choice, interactive and
video assessments

How can DAVIS help?
Rapidly profiles the risk of your drivers flagging them
as high, medium or low risk
Identifies the drivers that need further support
and training

Covers road knowledge, observation,

Establishes a safer driver network

hazard perception, distance following, reaction

Helps you to protect the safety of your employees
and members of the public

and safe driving policy knowledge
20-30 minute web-based survey
and assessment

Risk score is logged against a driver profile which
is further enhanced when incorporating DAVIS 		
Licence Check results (if applicable)

To set up your free demonstration call us on 0330 660 7107
or email us sales@edavis.co.uk
Find out more at www.edavis.co.uk

